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Honorable Sidney A. Bailey
Commissioner of Banking
Bureau of Banking
800 Blanton Building
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Re:

Application of the State Bank of the Alleghenies for a
certificate of authority to commence banking business
at 116 W. Riverside Avenue, City of Covington, Virginia.

Dear Sir:
In accordance with your instructions I have investigated the
application of the State Bank of the Alleghenies for a certificate of
authority to commence banking business at 116 W. Riverside Avenue, City
of Covington, Virginia and file the following report:
THE ORGANIZERS AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT
OF THE STATE BANK OF THE ALLEGHENIES
Organizing Directors
The idea for the organization of the State Bank of the Alleghenies in Covington was conceived by the partners of the law firm of
Collins,Wilson, Collins & Singleton. The last bank organized in Covington was Citizens National Bank which opened for business in 1900 and :
they felt that the area needed
new bank to bring a fresh competitiv~
spirit in the area. In the summer of 1976, pa~tners Bill T. Wilson, .John
Singleton and Michael Collins contacted several individuals who expressed
interest in helping with the organization of a new bank. The following
persons accepted to serve on the Board of Directors of the proposed bank:
William J. Ellis, David C. Minter, Earnest N. Wiley, George E. Garten,
Jack R. Lamb, Calvin P. Wright and Burdette A. Rupert. Mr. Rupert is no
longer associated with the proposed bank.

a

After receiving a charter of incorporation, the organizers recruited Jay H. Lowden, Jr., an experienced banker, to serve as the Chief
Executive Officer of the proposed bank. The appointment of Mr. Lowden
became effective January 1, 1977.
The proposed Board of Directors of the State Bank of the Alleghenies consists of eight persons. Their names, addresses, ages, occupations and subscriptions are given in the table appearing in the next
page. As the table shows, the proposed directors represent a cross section
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DIRECTORS OF THE

STAT~

BANK OF THE ALLEGHENIES

Name and Address

Age

Occupation

Title

1.

Dr. William J. Ellis
425 Locust Street
Covington, Virginia

72

Practice of Medicine
& Surgery - 1930-77
Covington, Virginia

Director

$20,000

2.

David C. Minter
263 W. Main Street
Covington, .Virginia

50

Frank E. Kinzer,
Incorporated, Agent
1959-77, Covington, Va.

Director

$ 9,500

3.

Ernest Nathan Wiley
Rt. #3, Milton Hall
Covington, Virginia

39

Aide's Discount Stores
General Manager - 1961-77
Covington, Virginia

Director

$12,000

4.

George E. Garten
223~ W. Main Street
Covington, Virginia

60

Greenways Real Estate
& Auction Co., Owner
1959-77, Covington, Va.

Director

$12,000

5.

Michael Collins
228 N. Maple Street
Covington, Virginia

34

Collins & Wilson, Attorneys
at Law, Associate & Partner
1971-77, Covington, Va.

Chairman

$12,000

6.

Jack R. Lamb
McDowell,
Virginia 24458

49

Self-Employed, Contractor
1963-77, McDowell, Va.

Director

$ 7,000

7.

Calvin Persinger Wright
Merry Go-Round Farm
Covington, Virginia

49

Alleghany Motor Corp.
Owner, 1959-77
Covington, Virginia

Director

$12,000

8.

Jay H. Lowden, Jr.
Covington,
Virginia

47

Banker

CEO &
President

$ 8,000

I-'
0

I-'
I-'

-z-

Subscription

of the community. They all live and work in .the Covington area, with the
exception of Jack R. Lamb who lives in McDowell, Virginia. They engage in
various businesses and professions ranging from law, medicine and banking
to retail trade and building construction. Their ages range from 34 to 72,
the average age being 50 and the median age 49. Thus in every respect the
directors represent a cross section of the community.
Each of the directors took the oath of bank directors, read the
booklet on the responsibilities of bank directors supplied by the Bureau
of Banking and subscribed to his qualifying number of shares. The directors' subscriptions range from $7,000 to $20,000. The total subscriptions
of the eight directors amount to $92,500 or 11.5 percent of total subscriptions.
In addition, each director supplied to the Bureau of Banking a
financial statement and biographical information·. The financial statements
and biographical information were checked out and it appears that the directors have the moral fitness, financial responsibility and business
qualifications to command the confidence'of the community.
The Chief Executive Officer
The Chief Executive Officer of the State Bank of the Alleghenies
will be Mr. Jay H. Lowden, Jr. He is 47 years old with twenty-four years
of banking experience. Before he accepted the present position, he was the
Chief Executive Officer of the Bank of Virginia-Shenandoah for nineteen
months. His main function was to organize and promote a new commercial bank
through the conversion of an existing industrial loan association. His
former supervisor was contacted and stated that Mr. Lowden "displayed a good
knowledge of banking and worked successfully at converting Virginia Loan
Thrift to a commercial bank~"
The organization of the Bank of Virginia-Shenandoah was not the
first bank organized by Mr. Lowden. In 1972, he organized the Tidewater
Bank and Trust Company, Williamsburg (an affiliate of Fidelity American Bankshares) and served as its Chief Executive Officer until January 1975. This
was preceeded by seventeen years service at Shenandoah Valley National Bank.
Thus Mr. Lowden has a wide banking experience including the organization of
new banks.
·
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THE PROPOSED STRUCTURE

.

Capital Structure
State Bank of the Alleghenies was incorporated on October 19,
1976. The maximum capital stock authorized by its articles of incorporation is $750,000 divided into 150,000 shares, having a par value of $5.00
per share.
The organizers offered for sale 80,000 shares at $10.00 per
share. By July 11, 1977 the proposed bank sold 80,224 shares to 676 individuals. -With the assumption that some shares will be withdrawn before
opening date, the applicant proposes to open for business with not less
than $800,000 paid-in capital. Of the $800,000 paid-in capital $400,000
will be credited to the capital stock, $240,000 to surpl~, and $160,000
to reserves for operations. The proposed capitalization is 11.1 percent
of projected deposits at the end of the third year of operations and seems
adequate.
An examination of the subscribers list submitted to the Bureau
of Banking reveals that the stock is widely distributed among .676 individuals. No single individual bought more than 2,000 shares.

The subscribers list also reveals that the organizers have the
support of the community they intend to serve. This is indicated by the
relatively high number of subscribers. As of July 1·1, 1977, 676 persons
subscribed to the stock of the proposed bank. Half of the subscribers
give a Covington address and approximately 26 percent give addresses in
the neighboring counties of Bath, Monroe and Greenbrier and the City of
Clifton Forge. Thus approximately three-fourths of the subscribers live
within the primary and secondary trade area.
Location and Premises
The State Bank of the Alleghenies will be located at 116 W.
Riverside Avenue, City of Covington, Virginia. The location is in the
downtown area, one block west of Main Street and close to the entrance of
Westvaco, the largest employer in the area. Thus the location will be
convenient to area residents, shoppers and to the employees of Westvaco.
The applicant plans to purchase two contiguous lots for $58,000
and construct-a building of colonial design, approximately 3,500 square
feet. According to the applicant, the construction will cost $132,000
or $37.71 per square foot. The applicant states that both the land and
building will be sold to an investor and will be leased by the bank with
an option to repurchase it at a future time. According to the applicant
· the annual lease will be $23,000. The applicant stated that the Bureau
of Banking will be informed of all the transactions involved. In the
opinion of this economist, the building costs might be higher than those
estimated by the applicant. This might affect the annual rent by $2,000
to $3,-000-. ---- -
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Investment in Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment
According to the applicant the total investment in furniture, fixtures and equiPment will be $69,500. In addition, a proof machine will be
rented at $3,600 per annum. The applicant allocated $20,000 per annum for
depreciation and for the proof machine rental whichseems reasonable.
Organizational Expenses
According to the applicant organizational expenses will run to
$47,200 by opening date. The organizational expenses will consist mainly
of $27,100 for salaries and moving expenses of the proposed Chief Executive
Officer, $5,000 for legal fees, $3,400 for printing, $3,000 for the application and filing fees, $3,000 for consulting fees and other smaller expenses. Although organizational expenses seem high, they are justified
because of opposition to the application.
Future Earnings Prospects
The earnings of the proposed bank will primarily depend on the
generation and composition of deposits, operating expenses and management.
According to the applicant· the proposed bank will generate the following
deposits:
ESTIMATED DEPOSITS
Type of Deposit

First Year
Demand deposits - year end
$ 480,000
Average demand deposits
$ 240,000
Time & Savings deposits - year end $1,120,000
Average Time & Savings deposits $ 560,000
Total deposits - year end
$1,600,000
Average total deposits
$ 800,000

Second Year
$1,470,000
$ 975,000
$2,730,000
$1,925,000
$4,200,000
$2,900,000

Third Year
$2,880,000
$2,175,000
$4,320,000
$3,525,000
$7,200,000
$5,700,000

In the opinion of this economist the deposit estimates are
realistic.
Based on the above deposits and initial capital of $800,000, the
applicant projects the income and expenses for the first three years of
operation as shown on the following page. According to the applicant the
proposed bank will lose $120,000 the first year and realize $9,000 and
$74,000 profit the second and third years respectively. The applicant expects to recover initial losses in the fourth year of operation. Although
this economist has some reservations as to the computation of gross income
and the size of some expenses, the overall profit or loss projections seem
basically realistic.
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ESTIMATED INCOME AND EXPENSES

.

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATED AMOUNT
First Year Second Year Third Year

GROSS INCOME:
$108,100
EXPENSES:
Salaries and benefits
$ 72,000
Interest on time & savings deposits
36,400
Net occupancy expense
31,700
Furniture & equipment {depreciation,
rental , etc.)
20,000
Loan Loss Reserve Provision
4,000
Advertising
10,000
Telephone
1,900
Legal and other professional services
2,000
Postage
3,500
'
Miscellaneous
16,600
Net oryanization expenses {first year
· only
30,000
TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENSES
$228,100
($120,000)
ESTIMATED NET PROFIT {OR LOSS)

$322,400

$580,000

$ 83,500
125,125
31,700

$ 96,000
280,800
31,700

20,000
8,000
10,000
3,000
2,500
4,800
24,775

20,000
12,000
10,000
3,600
3,000
6,000
42,900

$313,400
$ 9,000

$506,000
$ 74,000
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Introduction
The proposed bank will be located within the City ·of Covington,
Virginia. Covington lies nearly at the center of Alleghany County and
serves as the trading and financial center of a greater area which includes the West Virginia counties of Monroe and Greenbrier, the Virginia
counties of Alleghany and Bath, and the City of Clifton Forge. The economy of the above area is interdependent. Work residence information
indicates that many persons may live in one locality and work in another.
Therefore, the success of the proposed bank will depend primarily on the
strength and growth of the economy of the above area.
The following pages discuss the level of economic development,
economic growth, financial competition, financial efficiency and public
convenience in the Greater Covington Area which is defined to include
the cities of Covington and Clifton Forge and the counties of Alleghany
and Bath.l The exclusion of the West Virginia counties of Monroe and
Greenbrier is not expected to affect the general conclusions of the report.
Economic Base and Employment
The.level of economic development of the Greater Covington Area
is lower than the State of Virginia as a whole. This is demonstrated by
a per capita income comparison shown in Table I of the appendix. As the
table shows, in 1975 the per capita income in the Greater Covington Area
was $4,742, compared with $5,786 in Virginia. Thus the per capita income
of the area under examination was approximately 82.0 percent of Virginia.
A greater insight of the·economy of the Greater Covington Area
is derived by an examination of the different sectors of the local economy.
The economy of the area is dependent on two basic sectors, manufacturing
and rail transportation. The two sectors are the main sources of employment and income and the principal stimuli to future economic growth •. As.
of March 1975, the latest day authoritative statistics are available,
4,006 persons were engaged in manufacturing and approximately 700 persons
in rail transportation. This constituted 42.9 percent of the 10,968 strong
nonagricultural employment.2
The manufacturing sector is dominated by few firms. The leading
manufacturing firm is the West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company (Westvaco),
manufacturer of a wide assortment of paperboard. It is located in Covington,
very close to the proposed bank. Presently, it employs approximately 1,950
persons. Recently, Westvaco announced plans of a 15 percent ove~all expansion. The proposed expansion is expected to have positive effects on the
employment and economy of the area.

lThe cities of Covington and Clifton Forge and the counties of
Alleghany and Bath are referred to in this report as the Greater Covington
Area.
2virginia Employment. Commission.
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The second leading manufacturing firm and second largest area
employer is Hercules, Inc., manufacturer of synthetic fibers. It is located in Covington and employs approximately 1,400 persons. Hercules,
Inc. has recently completed a $6 million expansion to its facilities and
additional expansion is already contemplated.
The third leading manufacturing firm is H. 0. Camfield Co. of
Virginia, Inc., located in Alleghany County. It manufactures rubber
products and employs approximately 570 persons. In addition to the above
firms, there are a few clothing manufacturing firms employing mainly
women, with total employment varying from 300 to 400 persons.
The rail transportation sector is dominated by a single firm,
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad. Its diesel repair facilities and car
yards are in Clifton Forge. Employment declined from 1,600 in 1970 to
700 in 1977, primarily as a result of mechanization, and a fall off in
rail traffic. The future of this facility depends greatly on the coal
industry. With the rising importance of coal, railroad employment is
expected to stop its downward trend and stabilize at present levels.
The heavy dependence of the local economy on manufacturing and
rail transportation and the domination of the above sectors by a few
firms is the major weakness of the local economy. Failure of the above
sectors to expand or a decline of employment in one or more firms affects
the entire economy. This was the case in the 1950's when employment at
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad fell sharply. In addition, a decline of
manufacturing activity in the early 1970's had adverse effects on the local economy.
Economic Growth and Prospects
The majority of various economic growth indicators examined show
than the economy of the Greater Covington Area is growing but at a shower
rate than Virginia as a whole. But there is some indication of a resurgence of the area economy. The economic growth indicators examined are
shown in the appendix and discussed in the following paragraphs.
The population of the Greater Covington Area has been on the decline, at least since 1940. The decline was sharper in the 1940-50 period
when the population fell from 36;791 to 34,779. In percentage terms the
decline amounted to 5.5 percent. During the following two decades the
population of the area continued to fall but at a decelarated rate. In the
1950's the population fell by 2.8 percent while in the 1960's it fell by
1.4 percent.
However, as Table II shows, the population of the Greater Covington Area continued to fall in the 1970's at an accelerated rate. Between
1970 and 1975 the population of the area fell from 33,214 to 31,800 or by
4.2 percent. During the same period of time the population of Virginia
increased by 6.8 percent.
In the 1970's the population decline was general in all the localities comprising the Greater Covington Area, with the exception of Bath
County which experienced a population increase for the first time in thirtyfive years. Alleghany County experienced the biggest percentage decrease
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followed by the City of Covington where the proposed bank will be located.
The population decline in the Greater Covington Area is directly
related to a relatively low natural increase and net out-migration. The
natural increase is the difference between births and deaths. Net outmigration is the difference between out-migration and in-migration. While
the natural increase rate is not expected to change drastically in the near
future, migration patterns may change depending on the availability of jobs
in the area. As it will be seen, there are indications of availability of
more jobs in the area and out-migration may be curbed. In this way, the
population of the area may stop declining.
Table III presents personal income data for 1970 and 1975. As
the table shows, personal income in the Greater Covington Area grew at a
lower rate than Virginia. Between 1970 and 1975 personal income in the area
under examination increased by 48.0 percent, compared with 66.1 percent in
Virginia. Adjustments for population changes (per capita income) are shown
in Table I. As the table shows, per capita income in the Greater Covington
Area grew nearly as fast as Virginia despite a relatively slow growth of
personal income. This was the result of a population decline in the area
under examination, as c~mpared to a population rise in Virginia.
Tables IV and V show the growth of retail sales and per capita
retail sales respectively. Just like income, retail sales in the area increased by a lower percentage than Virginia. Between 1970 and 1975 retail
sales in the Greater Covington Area increased by only 52.3 percent compared
with 81.9 perc~nt in Virginia. Similarly, the growth of per capita retail
sales in the area was slower than Virginia.
Table VI presents bank deposits for mid-1970, mid-1975 and mid1976. As the table shows, between 1970 and 1976 bank deposits in the Greater
Covington Area increased by 71.3 percent, compared with 92.2 percent in
Virginia. But the same table also shows that during the 1975-76 period bank
deposits in the area increased by more than twice the rate experienced by the
State of Virginia.
To be sure, the recent upsurge in bank deposits is an indication
of a reversal of the relatively slow rate of economic growth experienced in
the area under examination. Other indications of better growth prospects
.are recent and planned capital expenditure in the area.
First, Westvaco, the leading manufacturing firm in the area has
announced plans of a 15 percent overall expansion. Second, Hercules, Inc.,
the second leading manufacturing firm in the area, has recently completed a
$6 million expansion to its synthetic fiber facilities and is already contemplating additional expansion. Third, VEPCO has announced plans to build
a pumped storage hydroelectric project in Bath County. Construction of the
project will be completed in the early 1980's. More than 2,000 workers will
participate in the construction, with a small staff of personnel remaining
after completion. Fourth, the Gathright Dam will be completed on the Jackson
River, just north of Covington. The project will be used for flood control
and a~-the same time will provide-r~creational-facilities. ~~The Covington
area is expected to benefit from increased tourism in the area. Finally,
work has already begun to complete Interstate 64 between Clifton Forge and
Lexington and there are plans for the improvement of U. S. Route 220 between Roanoke and the Covington area. _ The improvement of the road system is
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prerequisite for the further development of the area under examination.
In conclusion it can be said that the economy of the Greater
Covington Area is on its way to broaden and diversify its base and enter
into a period of healthy growth reminiscent of the growth experienced
after the establishment of the railroad. nlerefore, other things being
equal, the proposed bank has very good chances of success.
The Proposed Trade Area
The proposed trade area will be the City of Covington and part
of Alleghany County. In 1975 the population of Covington was 9,400 and
the population of Alleghany County was 11,600. The proposed bank will be
· convenient for all the residents of Covington, for more than half of the
residents of Alleghany County, and for many other people who travel to
Covington for shopping and employment.
Covington is a center of employment, commerce and finance. The
two leading manufacturing firms in the Greater Covington Area, Westvaco
and Hercules, Inc., are located in Covington. In addition there is a
number of retail establishments with well above average retail sales. In
1975 retail sales per capita in Covington were $4,554, compared with only
$2,675 in Virginia. Moreover, in 1976 per capita bank deposits were more
than twice as high as Virginia as a whole. The relatively high retail
sales per capita and bank deposits per capita is an indication of the importance of Covington as a commercial and financial center.
Presently, there are two banks with four offices and one savings
and loan office in Covington and Alleghany County combined. First National
Exchange Bank, Roanoke has a branch and The Covington National Bank has
three offices in this area. First Federal Savings and Loan Association of
Clifton Forge also has an office in Covington. The above offices are close
to the proposed bank and will be in direct competition with the applicant.
Financial Competition and Efficiency
In the Greater Covington Area there are five banks with seven
banking offices and one thrift institution with two offices. They are:
(1) The Covington National Bank which has two offices in Covington and one
in Alleghany County; (2) First National Exchange Bank, Roanoke, which has
a branch in Covington; {3) The First National Bank of Clifton Forge which
has its only office in Clifton Forge; {4) The Mountain National Bank which
has two offices in Clifton Forge; {5) The Bath County National Bank which
has its only office in Hot Springs; and (6) First Federal Savings and Loan
Association of Clifton Forge which has one office in Clifton Forge and one
in Covington.
Table VII shows the banking structure in the Greater Covington
Area as of June 30, 1976. As the table shows, no single bank controls an
excessive share of deposits. The leading bank is The First National Exchange Bank with $31.1 million in deposits, controlling 28.9 percent of
area deposits. The Covington National Bank ranks second with $29.7 million
in deposits, controlling 27.7 percent of area deposits. The First National
Bank ··of ·cli-fton Forge ranks third ·with ·$23. 7- million-in- deposits,-eontrolling
22.1 percent of area deposits. The Mountain National Bank ranks fourth with
$12.3 million in deposits. Finally, 9.9 percent of area deposits are controlled by The Bath County National Bank of Hot Springs.
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Although the banking structure seems to be conducive to competition, competition does not appear to be keen but on a friendly basis.
A survey of the banks in the area first shows that they are enjoying above average earnings, an indication that competition is not excessive.
Second, the survey shows that all the banks, with the exception of The
Bath County National Bank of Hot Springs, do not offer free checking
accounts and Saturday banking hours. Third, all the banks in the area
do not offer golden savings accounts. Fourth, one director of First
National· Bank of Clifton Forge and one director of the Mountain National
Bank are also directors of First Federal Savings and Loan Association of
Clifton Forge. Fifth, three banks in the area and the Savings and Loan
Association are all using the same law firm to represent them locally, a
not very common practice among competing institutions.
In the opinion of this economist, an authorization of a new
bank in the Greater Covington Area would increase competition. First, a
new bank will introduce a fresh competitive spirit in the area and make
existing institutions more responsive to the needs of the public. Second,
a new bank will give another choice to the banking public. Third, increased competition will result in more services at the lower cost to the
consumer.

Although increased competition is not expected to have detrimental effects on existing-institutions, a new bank in the area will affect
financial efficiency. Four of the five banks in the Greater Covington
Area are of relatively small size. Although they are enjoying some economies of scale, they could der!ve more by further growth. But a new bank
in the area will eventually curb their growth. Therefore, it will take
the banks longer to derive all the benefits frqm a larger scale of operation.
Opposition
Three financial institutions have asked for a public hearing.
They are: (1) Mountain National Bank; (2) The Covington National Bank; and
(3) First Federal Savings and Loan Association of Clifton Forge.
Summary and Conclusions
1. An investigation of the proposed directors of the State Bank
of the Alleghenies shows that all the directors have the moral fitness,
financial responsibility, and business qualifications to command the support
and confidence of the community of the Greater- .Covington Area. The support
and confidence of the community is already demonstrated by the relatively
high number of persons who subscribed to the stock of the proposed bank.
2. The proposed Chief Executive Officer has the experience and
qualifications required to run the proposed bank successfully.

3. Each of the proposed directors read the booklet on the responsibilities of directors of banks, took the oath of bank directors and
subscribed to his qualifying shares of stock.
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4. The s~bscriptions of th~ eight directors constitute only a
small percentage of total subscriptions and the rest of the subscriptions
are widely distributed among a high numb~r of subscribers. No individual
or group has ~ relatively high number of subscriptions which could result
in a control of the proposed bank.
5. The initial capital and the capital structure appear to be
adequate for a safe operation.
6. The economy of the Greater Covington Area hasthe gro~th potential to provide reasonable assurance of support and sufficient profitability within t~ree years of operation.
7. Banking competition in the Greater Covington Area does not
appear to be keen but on a friendly basis. The proposed bank is expected
to increase competition and public convenience.
8. Increased competition is not expected to have detrimental
effects on existing institutions. But a new bank in the area is expected
to affect financial efficiency in the sense that the growth of existing
institutions will be curbed and it will take them longer to derive all
the benefits associated with a larger scale of operation.
For the above reasons 7 it is the opinion of this economist tQat
the proposed bank will serve the public interest.
Respectfully submitted 7

Nicholas C. Kyriakides
Economist
NCK/haa
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APPEl-IDIX
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•

Location

TABLE I
PER CAPITA INCOME
Percentage Change
1970-75

1970

1975

Clifton Forge

3,531

5.749

62.8

Covington

3,733

5,678

52.1

Alleghany County

2,524

3,917

55.2

Bath County

2,551

3,933

54.2

Area Total

3,068

4,742

54.6

State of Virginia
3, 712
5, 786
Source: Tayloe Murphy Institute, University of Virginia

55.9

TABLE II
POPULATION
~ercentage

Location
Clifton Forge

1960

1970

1975

~960-70

Change
1970-75

5,745

5,501

5,200

(-4.2)

{-5.5)

Covington

11,062

10,060

9,400

(-9.1)

(-6.6)

Alleghan#-e-nnty

11,651

12,461

11,600

5,335

5,192

5,600

(-2 ~ 7)

33,793

33,214

31,800

(-L 7)

Bath County
Area Total

6.9

{-6.9)
7.8
{-4.2)

State of Virginia 3,954,429 4,651,487
4,966,000
17.6
6.8
source: l960"and 1970 u.s. ·Bureau of the-Census; 1975 Provisional Estimates,
Tayloe Murphy Institute, University of Virginia.
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TABLE III
PERSONAL INCOME
(In millions of dollars)
Location

.. 1970

Percentage Change

1975

1970-75

Clifton Forge

19.5

29.8

52.8

Covington

37.6

53.4

42.0

Alleghany County

31.5

45.6

44.8

Bath County

13.3

22.0

65.4

101.9

150.8

48.0

Area Total

State of Virginia
17,293.7
28,732.1
source: Tayloe Murphy Institute, University of Virginia

T~LE IV
RE'l!AIL·SALES
(In millions of dollars)

Location

1970

1975

66.1

Percentage Change
1970-75-

Covington

28,228

42,811

Alleghany Co~ty_
and clr£toi'1"Forge

16,202·

23,199

43.2

4,000

7,762

94.1

48,430

73,772

52.3

State ·of Virginia
7,304,684
SOurce": Sa-les -Management-

13,285,895

81.9

Bath County
Area Total

..

-- ·-

51.7

L02.3

TABLE ·v
PER CAPITA RETAIL SALES
Location

1970

1975

Percentage Change
197Q-75

Covington

$2,806

$4,554

62.3

Alleghany County
and Clifton Forge

$

902

$1,381

53.1

Bath County

$

770

$1,386

80.0

Area Total

$1,458

$2,320

59.1

State of Virginia
$1,570
$2,675
70.4
Computed from Sales Management and Tayloe Murphy Institute
Data.

Source:

TABLE VI
BANK DEPOSITS

Location

Mid-1970 Mid-1975 Mid-1976
(In million of dollars)

Percentage Change
1975-76
1970-76

Clifton Forge

23.1

32.1

36.0

55.8

12.1

Covington

34.0

52.9

59.3

74.4

12.1

1.2

1.4

5.6

9.6

10.7

62.7

95.8

Alleghany County
Bath County
Area

Tnra~

-~OJ_!-~_:_-___

7 2 278.2
State of Virginia
13 2 204.5
13 2 990.4
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

16.7
91.1

11.5

71.3

12.1

92.2

5.9

---

Source:

1024

.

TABLE VII
BANKING STRUCTURE OF COVINGTON, CLIFTON FORGE
ALLEGHANY AND BATH
Total Deposits in
Name of Bank and Location
Thousands of Dollars
June 30, 1976
1.

31_,0~8

28.9

2.

The Covington National Bank
Head Office, Covington
Drive-in Branch, Covington
Mallow Mall Branch, Alleghany

29,701
21,411
6,851
1,439

27.7

3.

The First National Bank of Clifton Forge
Head Office, Clifton Forge

23,672
23,672

22.0

4.

The Mountain National Bank
Head Office, Clifton Forge
Oak Hill Branch, Alleghany

12,260
12,260

11.5.

The Bath.County National Bank
Head Office, Hot Springs, Bath County

• *Not separated from the main office.
Source: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1-'
N
U1.

31,068

First National Exchange Bank
Covington Branch

5.

0

Percentage share of
total market

*
10,~79

10,67.9

9.9

)

